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The alternate world of Westmouth resembles 1950's North America, but for a class-conscious
society with a ruling aristocracy and a tradition of slavery. When Lady Irene accompanies her
husband to a slave auction, she shocks everyone by taking an unprecedented initiative that
launches her on a shocking odyssey. Her various sexual adventures are collected into this
single volume.
Illustrations ONLY available in Paperback version. To live the full experience, please purchase
the paperback. The Contract, by JG-Leathers was previously published as two separate books
by Gord Books. The author has not only combined these powerful stories into one stunning
novel, but added 40,000 words and ten of his own sketches. The complete complement of all
the original illustrations by Simon Benson are also included; made available with the gracious
permission of Gord." Susan Henderson is a bored young woman looking for some spice in her
life. Upon reading an advertisement in an up-scale women s magazine that stated excellent
pay was being offered for a five year, foreign service position, provided the applicant passed
rigorous intelligence, appearance, and aptitude tests. She is soon enticed into a world of everincreasing, inescapable bondage, then soon held deep in the fastness of a Middle Eastern
Palace. Here she learns her true place in life, discovering a world within her own mind that also
cannot be escaped or evaded. Susan Henderson's voyage continues when she is inducted into
different deviant training programs. Much to her distress, she soon discovers what it is like to
be a domestic animal and spends a substantial length of time in this role. She is eventually
freed to be taken on a shopping expedition in the real world, controlled thoroughly at all times.
Soon after, she becomes a human equine, undergoing intense training as a Horse Woman,
then as a four legged, ridden Pony Girl, and finally, as one of the Sheik's famous Lipizzaner
Mares. JG Leather s proves he is the professor of prose with his finely tuned descriptions.
Meet Jenny. She's rich, spoiled, rude and obnoxious. She's also just been signed up for the
BDSM ride of her life - without her consent. An intensive training course at the Albrecht Stables
is not what it appears to be and training to become a human pony was not on Jenny's to-do
list. The trouble is, how do you escape when you're tied up, gagged and constantly sexually
aroused? Which Master or Mistress do you turn to for rescue? And what do you do if you
suspect you might actually be enjoying yourself? This is Jenny's adventure into the world of
BDSM and pony play. She's about to find out just how much effort it takes to become a pony
girl and that she has no choice but to excel in every aspect of her training or she may never
stand a chance of being released from her bondage. Book One features Jenny's abrupt
induction, where she finds herself being stripped naked, medically examined and intimately
measured for her new uniform - as a pony girl.
The viciously attractive Mark, with the unfaltering smile, has a day of endurance planned for
Jenny that the devil himself would find challenging. His artful temperature play has her
screaming, his anal dilators have her howling and a ride in the sybian's saddle leaves her
virtually unconscious, but the day is far from over. A group of ladies, with wandering fingers,
are given the task of transforming Jenny into a sweet, submissive pony girl who will be left
looking 'hot to trot' in no time at all. After an exhausting day of training, Jenny has only escape
or rescue on her mind. Alas, escape is rather difficult when you're naked, dressed in thigh high
pony boots and have your hands immobilised in leather mittens which are clipped behind your
back. Besides, escape isn't all that important - not when you're desperate for your next
orgasm, it isn't.
In Slave Girl, Jill is a bored housewife married to straitlaced, conservative attorney Barry. Jill's
been a very bad girl. She just can't keep her hands off the sexy repairmen who come by while
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her husband's at work. But everything changes the day her husband walks in on her being
"serviced" by the very naked man who mows the lawn. Barry gives Jill the spanking of her life,
which culminates in the hottest sex the couple has ever had — and in Jill becoming his sex
slave. In "David and Rachel," a loving D/S couple experience ultimate ecstasy when they invite
a female submissive into their lair. "Mistress/Slave" features a dominatrix who takes a stroll on
the submissive side. And in "Tough Boy," a brutish biker submits to the mistress of his dreams.
Martin Hughes brings one of his strongest and most erotic tales -- Annabelle has just become
a famous, desired movie star at 25, and is known the world over, when she is skilfully abducted
in the middle of an interview and brought into the harem of a wealthy and disdainful Arab. He
kidnaps and keeps other famous and successful young women on his large, seemingly
sovereign ship. Can Annabelle ever return to the red carpet with her will and sanity intact?
A stunning woman. A secret cabal of torture. Can she submit long enough to escape? Avril
Gillios keeps herself in top physical condition. So much the better for the casual flings where
she submits herself to a man's control. But her marathon running and clean eating has made
her sought after in a different circle: a thousand-year-old sex trafficking organization. Little
does she know she's about to be purchased... As the head of the powerful Consortium, Sir
exudes power, confidence, and male charm. When he purchases Avril for his own secret
pleasures, he shivers at the thought of orchestrating her delicious screams. Handcuffed to Sir's
dark desires, Avril's only chance for survival depends on thoroughly pleasing her intrigued
master. As the man's twisted pleasures expand, can Avril endure long enough to outwit the
sadistic punisher or will her tight tether be the last thing she sees? The Trafficking Consortium
is the first book in a dark human trafficking series suitable for ages 18 and over. If you like
disturbing details, charming villains, and desperate heroes, you'll love Richard Verry's tie-youin-knots thriller. Buy The Trafficking Consortium to bind yourself in sadistic suspense today!
"RUTHLESS VILLAINS, BEAUTIFUL SLAVE GIRLS, SCHEMING POLITICIANS AND A
TWISTING PLOT... SPARROWHAWK IS ON TOP FORM."The Imperial Fleet has suffered a
surprise attack. The result is worse than a defeat: it is a rout, complete and utter. The known
galaxy is plunged into war and the Atkoi horde advance into Imperial space. Those caught in
the path of the barbarian horde will pay a terrible price for the Empire's weakness and
misgovernment. On the conquered planets, the barbarians are looting and pillaging, and
'harvesting' young women, conscripting them to serve in military brothels for Atkoi troops.
Those who flee the advancing enemy face other dangers: refugees risk being robbed,
murdered or sold into slavery. Even the Imperial capital on Nenuphar falls to the invaders, and
Atkoi berserkers pillage the Emperor's palace and harem. On Ziandakush, Princess
Athanasia's treasonous plot has terrible consequence, and Kyra faces a horrible dilemma: to
face a hideous death, or confess to a capital crime she did not commit, and beg for mercy. But
one man has a plan to fight back against the Kzam's forces. Admiral George Barklay intends to
carry the battle to the enemy, but he cannot possibly anticipate Kyra's courageous actions, or
their consequences for Empire and Atkoi alike. "BREATHTAKING... THE SERIES REACHES
ITS SPECTACULAR FINALE AS SPARROWHAWK TAKES HIS READERS ON A
ROLLERCOASTER RIDE THROUGH A FRIGHTENING BUT THRILLING FUTURE
HISTORY... "
In Mayumi's Kitchen, Mayumi Nishimura, a leading figure in the macrobiotics world and
Madonna's private macrobiotic chef, shares her recipes for delicious food that nourishes the
body and the soul. Macrobiotics is a healthy, nature-friendly way of life based on a diet of
whole grains, vegetables, and beans. People all over the world, including many Hollywood
stars, have embraced a macrobiotic diet because of its health benefits including higher energy,
beautiful skin, a tranquil mind, and a greater sense of connection with the universe. Mayumi's
unique style of cooking is healthful, intuitive, and easy to stick with. She draws her inspiration
not only from Japanese food, which she grew up eating, but also from Chinese, French, Italian,
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and other cuisines, as well as from macrobiotic traditions. Above all, though, she believes that
enjoyment is the key to sustaining healthy eating habits, and she offers more than 130 recipes
for a wide variety of dishes including soups, pastas, brown rice, grain, and bean dishes, even
party foods and desserts. The centerpiece of Mayumi's Kitchen is her ten-day detox diet,
followed by meal-planning tips and the recipes, all lavishly illustrated with color photos. Mayumi
also explains unfamiliar techniques with step-by-step pictures and discusses nutritional value
and energy quality. A perfect introduction for beginners, Mayumi's Kitchen will be welcomed by
lifelong macrobiotic practitioners as well. "Not only are you the best chef in the world...your
amazing food helped me to be a happier, healthier person, balanced in body and mind." —
Madonna (from the Preface) "Mayumi makes beautiful, energizing food, which I have been
lucky enough to enjoy many times over the years. I am thrilled that now everyone can have a
chance to experience the effects of her meals, which are as healing and healthy as one can
get!" — Gwyneth Paltrow "When people think of macrobiotics, they think of healing and
recovery, but they rarely think of gorgeous, yummy food. Mayumi's Kitchen changes all that." —
Christina Pirello, Emmy Award-winning host of Christina Cooks on national public television
and best-selling cookbook author "Mayumi has long been one of my favorite chefs in the worldher cooking is infused with love, joy, and the spirit of a true artist. So it's no surprise to me that
this wonderful book is as inviting as her food-gorgeous, friendly, and welcoming." — Jessica
Porter, author, The Hip Chick's Guide to Macrobiotics "In this book and its recipes, Mayumi
captures the beauty and spirit of macrobiotics and natural foods cuisine. She has inspired
many toward a healthful lifestyle, and will continue to do so with this wonderful book." — Dr.
Lawrence Haruo Kushi, nutritional epidemiologist "With years of innovative experience,
Mayumi Nishimura brings food to life with a balanced sense of taste, color, and good nutrition.
The recipes and artistic photography in Mayumi's Kitchen are sure to make your mouth water
and your lips quiver! This is whole food kitchen inspiration at its best." — Verne Varona, author,
Macrobiotics for Dummies
Corner Time Waiting for a WhippingBy Katie Nicole Sequel to Katie Nicole's Book"Corporal
Punishment Permission Form"Vicky has just been paddled at school and Is now on her way
home where an even More severe punishment awaits her.The Following Fictional, Erotic,
Fantasy Story is meantFor Adults only, not children.It is Erotica, Fantasy (NOT PORN)Created
for the soul enjoymentOf an adult audience. Enjoy!

"ANOTHER GREAT TREAT FOR SPARROWHAWK FANS... ENTHRALLING... A
MUST READ."It is the year 2999. On the borders of Man's vast Empire, the barbarians
are preparing for war.The young women abducted when the Evening Star was
attacked, have been sold in the slave markets of Akkadis: some to the planet's
notorious 'pleasure houses' and others to the Arena, where they will compete in the
terrifying Games. But Kyra and Millie. two of the most beautiful captives, will face a
different destiny altogether. They are sent as gifts to the Kzam of Ziandakush, to be
trained to become concubines in his harem.But there is a traitor in the Kzam's court,
and Kyra will become an unwitting pawn in a plot against the barbarian tyrant.And on
Akkadis, Mrs Knott's clumsy attempt at blackmail fails with disastrous consequences for
guilty and innocent alike, while Amanda's desperate bid to regain her freedom and
avenge her family will spark off a diplomatic incident which will plunge the known galaxy
into cataclysmic war."THIS LATEST OFFERING FROM HENRY SPARROWHAWK
CONFIRMS HIS PLACE AS THE LEADING WRITER OF ADULT SCIENCE FICTION
AND SPACE OPERA OF THIS GENERATION... "
Mirrors are amongst the most well known British Iron Age objects. They are of a type
which is peculiar to Britain and are significantly different in form from contemporary
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Greek, Etruscan and Roman forms. 58 mirrors are known. They are made of bronze
and iron, or sometimes a combination of bronze and iron components. Mirrors comprise
a handle and a reflective plate, which is often decorated with intricate and free-flowing
designs. Some plates are also rimmed. Mirrors are found throughout Britain; two have
been discovered in Ireland and two others are known from the continent. They are most
commonly found in graves; but were also deposited in bogs and rarely at settlements.
They date to the mid-late Iron Age. This book tests the applicability of the biographical
approach to prehistoric objects and the application of the biographical approach to
prehistoric material culture is evaluated by constructing biographies for Iron Age
mirrors. This study is divided into three main sections. In the first section mirrors are
introduced as is the theoretical methodology (Chapter 2). Chapter 1 explains what
mirrors look like, the contexts they are found in and how they have been studied in the
past to pinpoint what we do not yet understand about them and what needs further
clarification. In Chapter 2 the biographical approach to artefacts is outlined; how it has
been used in archaeology and how the approach will be utilised to expand our
knowledge of mirrors and the broader Iron Age context by reconstructing the
relationships that constitute mirrors and their biographies. Chapter 3 examines
evidence for the production of Iron Age metal artefacts as well as investigating the
context of the production of metalwork in ethnographic contexts. The aim is to develop
an understanding of the technology of mirror production, the relationships established
through their production and the potential future trajectories of the life of a mirror set out
at the time of manufacture. In Chapter 4 mirror decoration is examined. Chapter 5
summarises the results of a programme of visual examination of the physical condition
of surviving mirrors. Over 30 mirrors were examined for signs of wear, polishing and
repair; clues which can indicate how mirrors were used and inform us about their social
lives. Chapter 6 examines the form of mirrors. In the third section deposition context is
examined. Chapter 8 is the first comprehensive dating audit of all Iron Age mirrors. In
Chapter 9 all of the deposition data is collected. Chapter 10 is an analysis of the results
of Chapter 9. In Chapter 11 the implications of these findings for wider research and the
future of the application of the biographical approach to archaeological research, is
assessed.
Brain-boosting recipes from the New York Times bestselling author and chief content
adviser for the Dr. Phil show Food has the power to heal the brain. Now more than
ever, we know that the chemical components in what we eat have powerful effects on
the way our minds work, and that good nutrition is valuable for treating problems from
cancer to depression. But how can we use this information to help us prepare actual
meals? The Brain Power Cookbook has the answers. In this essential guide, Dr. Frank
Lawlis and nutritionist Dr. Maggie Greenwood-Robinson have compiled over two
hundred delicious recipes that can help your brain respond positively to all sorts of
psychological challenges. Whether you want to build brain power, put an end to stress,
expand your memory and concentration, or even boost intelligence, this book will show
you how, featuring a hearty helping of great meal ideas designed to help you reach
your goal. Each chapter tackles a different mental challenge, discusses which types of
food have the most benefits, and then offers a full complement of recipes?from main
courses to side dishes, snacks to beverages, and even desserts? that incorporate
these foods in mouth-watering and brain-boosting ways. Drawing on tastes and styles
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from around the world, The Brain Power Cookbook offers spice and variety as it shows
you how to enhance your mental fitness. With these recipes in hand, you?ll have all the
ingredients you need to make your brain more efficient and maximize your success in
work and life.
Sex abuse.
A report on the small but unique assemblage of ivory objects that were discovered
between 1957 and 1974 in northwestern Iran and all date prior to 800 BC when the site
was sacked.

In the first volume of this series, we followed Tara Malone and Delia Ortiz, two
broke students at a prestigious private college, who were lured down to Pirate
Cay, the private Caribbean island owned by a mysterious billionaire, where they
were to work as "Companions". When they got there, they soon discovered that
the job entailed serving his every need and those of his guests, under penalty of
severe punishment for failure to please. In the second volume, we followed their
classmate, Barbara Moore, a budding journalist, who accepted a position as a
"Companion" in order to investigate Tara and Delia's disappearance and
hopefully write a major exposé on the shocking, scandalous goings on at Pirate
Cay. Once there, she finds that journeying to Pirate Cay is much easier than
leaving and that failing to participate fully in the fun and games is most definitely
NOT an option. Moreover, there are some very complicated politics between the
Companions and being the low girl in the pecking order is very unpleasant to say
the least. Events spiral downwards from there to a truly shocking conclusion in
this most thrilling story in the series so far, Student Sex Slaves 3: Punished on
Pirate Cay
A story about a sad ghost and the friends who help him. Artwork and story to help
children understand compassion, caring, and true helpfulness.
Yesterday, Pippa and Clara were free. Today the pretty blonde twins are slaves,
kneeling terrified, naked and ashamed at their masters' feet, together with their
mother Annamarie and their friend Aimee. Their fate is to be transported beyond
the borders of the Empire, beyond any hope of rescue, and sold in the slave
markets of the rogue planet Akkadis, notorious for its slave brothels, breeding
farms, harems, and its barbaric Arena. It is the year 2999. On the borders of
Man's vast Empire, the Atkoi tribes, human but long since reverted to barbarism,
are preparing for war. As a weak emperor tries in vain to appease them, an
interstellar passenger liner is boarded, looted and plundered. The most beautiful
young women aboard, including Pippa and Clara Warburton and Aimee
Pembroke, are spared - if 'spared' is the correct word. They begin a nightmare
voyage to Akkadis. There they are paraded and exposed for sale in a humiliating
public slave auction. They are trained to obey and serve their new masters and
then sold, either to primitive desert tribesman or the planet's infamous 'pleasure
houses' where slave girls dance naked on the stage for the leering audience and
entertain customers upstairs for the price of a few solidi... and those who fail to
meet their 'sales targets' face painful, public and humiliating discipline on the
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dreaded weekly Entertainment Night for the amusement of the baying audience.
No allowance is made for shy, modest girls, new to the collar. To survive, they
will learn to submit, and obey, and to please their new masters. There is only one
man who can save them. His name is Scamander: Archpriest Peter Scamander.
Scamander is on Akkadis on the Emperor's business, but he has reasons of his
own for ignoring the girls' plight. They soon realise they are the helpless pawns in
a power game, victims of a betrayal of cosmic proportions. But Akkadis holds a
dark secret which may offer the girls a glimmer of hope - a chance for freedom
and revenge - if they dare to seize it. Sometimes the best weapons of the weak
are the mistakes of those who think they are strong.
If Jenny thought life was hard under the expert tutelage of Mark, being faced with
a stable full of sex-starved pony girls poses several more challenges. For
instance, how do you bring eleven young women to orgasm in a timely fashion?
But to her surprise, tackling the problem with experimentation and enthusiasm,
she finds herself enjoying the experience. When training begins it is anything but
enjoyable, however. Harnessed in pony girl tack, her body is encircled with
leather, rubber and steel. It nips, chafes and rubs cruelly, especially when she's
faced with a morning of naughty games in the exercise yard. In Book Four of
Pony Tales Jenny earns herself several punishments, and is subjected to some
very thorough sex indoctrination she has to submit to the whims of her groom,
trainers and even the stable-hands. Will rescue arrive or will she have to beg to
be released, with nothing more than her body as currency?
The Complete Tracker is a concise, thorough guide to the tracks, signs, and
habits of North America's most popular species of wildlife. Readers learn the
secrets of a master tracker, assembling a clear picture from tracks, scat, and
other signs. Was it a dog or a wolf? Fox or coyote? Did it pass by yesterday or an
hour ago? The Complete Tracker also teaches how to get close to animals everything from bobcats to beavers, marmots to moose - by knowing the details
of their habits and a master-tracker's tips on avoiding detection. Over 150 line
drawings show tracks of 60 different species of wildlife under a great variety of
terrain conditions. Also inlcudes maps, charts, and diagrams.
Wear Your Pony Tail With Pride -Brother and sister kidnapped to be ponies, in France, he is
first her groom, then she his Mistress and he a stallion! He comes to love to wear his pony-tail
with pride! A Ponygirl's Tale-Horsy teenage girl falls for lady who help her to achieve a dream,
being a pony! Hard at first, spell as girl groom has her pining to be back, tethered naked in the
stable straw! Pony Girl Joy-Delights .... girl becomes groom, race and show pony. A Ponygirl
Confesses, girls join pony club, as grooms, ponies. One is raced until she is sold back to cruel
elder sisters A Pony-Girl Confesses-Two girls volunteer to be pony-girls. The Pony Girl ClubTwo horsy girls hear of Pony Club, learn too late they are to be ponies, end up as owned fillies,
gorgeously equipped and loving every minute of service to their new Mistress
In complete denial that she is pregnant, straight-A student and star athlete Devon Davenport
leaves her baby in the trash to die, and after the baby is discovered, Devon is accused of
attempted murder.
Aimee and PippaFetish World Books
Big breasted Kate Richer falls foul of the new laws governing the actions of women and is sent
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to prison. This is just the start of her many ordeals as her treatment in the hands of the officers
is humiliating and degrading. She comes through all that they can throw at her only to be told
she has been selected for training as a special agent and this leads to further sadistic
treatment. The agents are captured behind enemy lines and Kate-renamed Jamila- ends up in
a harem where she discovers first hand it does not do to upset the Sheikh and his wives.
Roxie was a trainee teacher, just twenty years old, blonde, with a beautiful face and lovey
body, rather shy and a virgin. Then her family were arrested by the secret police and Roxana
was sold into slavery. Now she fearfully awaits her fate - which is to be deflowered by a
wealthy client and trained to entertain and serve men.
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